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A message from AAOMP President
Dr. Donald Cohen

As I write this, we are in the middle of July 2021 and it appears at
the start of the round 3 surge of our ongoing Covid -19 pandemic
with no end in sight! Our hospital admissions at UF have more
than doubled and now people are getting sicker quicker and
much younger people are being stricken. Lately even some
or our vaccinated people have become mildly ill and this has
disrupted work flow but at least no one has died. Businesses
in most states are now fully open and masks are disappearing
even in crowded indoor areas as a much more virulent and
contagious variant roars through Europe, parts of Asia, Africa
and Latin America. We are now fully practicing oral pathologists
on site with a requirement at least in Florida and many other
states for full classrooms of vaccinated or unvaccinated students.
We require a measles vaccine to attend most colleges but can’t
ask about a Covid-19 vaccine at least at the University of Florida.
Tennessee just outlawed the encouraging of any students
while in school to get vaccinated against any disease including
HPV and obviously Covid-19. Best yet we have an abundance of
extremely effective vaccines but only half our population is fully
vaccinated, and we will no doubt start school in the fall with
none of our 6 months to 12-year-olds vaccinated. On a positive
President’s message - continued on page 2
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note, biopsy services are fully up and running,
and many dental practices have resumed
almost 100% care for patients, with modified
scheduling and procedures, all instituting the
necessary infection control and preventive
practices well beyond what had been routine
before the pandemic arrived.

presence, there were plenty of opportunities
for socializing both individually and in groups
through chat rooms, and eight or more key
AAOMP committees held meetings to discuss
essential business at appointed times.
I certainly feel that the meeting was a great
success based on the many accolades
expressed and received, both during the
meeting as well as afterward. Dr Elizabeth
Bilodeau did a magnificent job with her
education committee in preparing the CCA
exam and selecting an outstanding set of
speakers. Every single attendee contributed
to its success with their inciteful and erudite
questioning of the speakers and our Executive
Staff, Lisa and Karen, deserve a resounding
round of applause for all of the heart and
soul they put into this meeting—and for
everything they do for us as an Academy
every day throughout the year. Although
we all would have much preferred to meet
in person, if we ever have to do a virtual
meeting again, we would have the advantage
of once again employing our veteran staff of
Mark and John Fitzgerald and their talented
technical staff at Coach Marketing to meet
the challenge.

It is hard to believe that almost two months
have passed since our second virtual AAOMP
Annual Meeting in late May. Back in March
it was becoming crystal clear that COVID-19
was almost certainly going to keep us out of
Salt Lake City. At that time, it was the AAOMP
leadership group’s collective decision once
again not to cancel the meeting, but instead,
to hold the meeting virtually. Instrumental
to that decision was the faith we had in our
Executive Staff, Lisa and Karen, and a huge a
vote of confidence in our extremely capable,
savvy staff of Mark Fitzgerald, John Fitzgerald
and their talented technical staff at Coach
Marketing. As in last year the on-line meeting
platforms were an amalgamation of Hopin
and Zoom, and they worked like a charm!
Every presenter was asked to pre-record and
submit their respective presentations well
ahead of the meeting. This also included
the oral essays and the posters. And, during
each and every presentation, there was a
chat feature and questions were collected
by the moderators and asked in the time set
aside for a live question and answer period
with each presenter. The poster session
was designed so that the presenters each
had a “room” where visitors could live chat
with them, face-to-face. The Continuing
Competency Assurance (CCA) exam was done
through the virtual microscope. Although
we could not be in one another’s physical

Please be sure to complete the post-meeting
survey and Willingness to Serve forms. We
definitely want to hear from you and will
value all constructive comments, criticisms
and any suggestions for improvements
and for new or old topics for presentation.
Remember--this is your Academy, and your
Annual meeting.
Let us all hope that next year we will meet in
person in Charlotte, North Carolina. We look
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forward to seeing you in person Delta variant permitting
April 8-13, 2022, at the Sheraton Hotel, Charlotte, NC
Regards,

Donald Cohen, DMD, MS, MBA
President, AAOMP

FOCUS
The American
Academy of Oral
& Maxillofacial
Pathology
NEWSLETTER is
published four times
per year.

THANK
YOU!

Our address:

The Executive Council would
like to thank everyone who
participated in the AAOMP 2021
Virtual Meeting. Special thanks
to everyone who shared their
experience on Twitter and other
social media. We loved reading
your comments.

AAOMP
P.O. Box 539
Winfield, IL 60190
Telephone toll free:
1.888.552.2667
Telephone: 1.630.510.4552

Email:
INFO@A AOMP.ORG

Web:
A AOMP.ORG

We look forward to sharing new
experiences together as we all
learn to navigate our current
circumstances together.
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Gorlin Winner:
For best oral presentation by a resident

Vasileios Ionas Theofilou

Waldron Winner:
For best poster presentation by a resident

Patricia Barros

Dental Student Travel Award Winner:
For best oral or poster submission by a dental student

Daniel Ho

Dental Student Travel Award Winner:
For best oral or poster submission by a dental student

Somyung Ji

Shafer Winner:
For highest score on the fellowship examination

Justin Bubola
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AAOMP 2021 Annual Meeting
Chat Questions & Answers
Our Executive Council has reviewed the Chat from the educational sessions
and have selected some questions and answers that were not necessarily
answered live during the meeting. We hope you enjoy these tidbits.

CE1 – AAOMP Seminar
The best takeaways:
1.
Chemopreventative and other treatments being considered for oral dysplasia/PVL:
Dr. Bin Wu mentioned BWH enrolling patients in a study using nivolumab and current
treatment of gingival lesions with topical 5FU and imiquimod. Dr. Kyle Jones mentions
that UCSD is enrolling patients in a study evaluating effects of metformin on patients
with oral dysplasia and PVL.
2.
If PVL lesions are confined to the gingiva, should these always be evaluated for
foreign material and if foreign material is present, should these be included into the
classification of PVL?
3.
John Kalmar proposes, and many agree, that “Atypical epithelial proliferation”
into crevicular space with bony erosion should be considered the biologic equivalent
of verrucous carcinoma. If the membership of the AAOMP agree (this could be for a
subgroup to poll), how do we get the general pathology community to agree?

CE2 – AAOMP Symposium
Q1: Richard Vargo: Was CAMTA1 performed on the ERG+ epithelioid sarcoma case?
Thanks.
A1: Andrew Bellizzi: We did not run a CAMTA1. We don’t have the IHCc, but have it in our
NGS panel. EHE are not INI-deficient, though.
Q2: Richard Vargo: I asked because some of the cells look like "blister cells." Have you
ever seen a false negative INI1?
A2: Andrew Bellizzi: Agree that EHE is an awesome differential in this case! As far as a
false negative INI1, any time you’re looking for loss of a marker (INI1, MMR, SMAD4, BAP1,
BRG1, SDHb) you have to make sure there is intact signal in non-neoplastic elements.
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CE3 – Dermatopathology
Q1: Dr. Indraneel Bhattacharyya: A shallow IFK biopsy vs SCC? Any helpful clues?
A1: Dr. Jerad Gardner's answer: Yes, these can be difficult. The squamous eddies are the
key. If I see those and favor IFK but has some atypia and is a shallow shave biopsy, I will
say "inverted follicular keratosis".
Comment: "there is some atypia favored to be reactive. The base of the lesion is not
visualized if there is persistence/recurrence, or continued clinical concern, repeat
biopsy or conservative excision should be recommended". Something to that effect.
Q2: Dr. Yen Chen Kevin Ko's: Do you use the 4 mm size cut off for dysplastic nevus?
(If the lesion is < 5mm clinically and < 4mm on slide then you can call it dysplastic per
WHO)?
A2: Dr. Jerad Gardner's answer: I honestly didn't realize WHO said that No, I don't use
a specific size cut off for diagnosis of dysplastic nevus. I do get more concerned about
a larger broad lesion but it's gestalt, not measurement. I've seen dysplastic nevus
syndrome patients with multiple dysplastic nevi > 5 mm in diameter.
A side comment: Dr. Gardner did a TED talk. For those who joined the presentation a
little late, this is a great piece of information.

CE4 – Is this a ___?
Q1: Julia Yu Fong Chang; Dr. Seethala, do you use monomorphic adenoma if a benign
tumor does not fall into either current adenoma category and has uniform pattern?
A1: Raja Seethala; While monomorphic adenoma is a reasonable designation for
unclassifiable adenomas, I tend to shy away from it because of its use as a synonym for
basal cell adenoma. Usually such adenomas are ductal, so I tend to use the term ductal
adenoma, NOS.
Q2: Roman Carlos; In the case of Pilomatrical Ca there is no invasion, neither atypia or
necrosis. Mitotic activity is not a criteria for malignancy in the benign counterpart. What
were your specific criteria to call this malignant (sic)?
A2: Raja Seethala; Regarding the pilomatrical CA, I think the presence of
angiolymphatic invasion was mentioned in the chat. Without it, I would still have
designated it as proliferating/atypical; its beyond what I usually see (pilomatrixomas are
fairly common on our bench).
Q3: Nagamani Narayana; Does ME show any keratin?
A3: Raja Seethala; Regarding ME; if this is myoepithelioma (I apologize if I miss the
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context of the question), keratins are positive, both low and high to varying extents and
intensities - that can be tricky if you are looking for dual intensity to highlight biphasic
tumors. I suppose the tip-off is that even with varying intensity- there is no distinct
pattern (i.e., bilayer).

Oral Essays Questions
Saja Alramadan: HISTOPATHOLOGIC FEATURES AS STRONG PREDICTOR OF
SYNDROMIC ODONTOGENIC KERATOCYSTS
Grayson Cole- How did you select the 33/171 cases to stain with PTCH1?
Kurt Summersgill- How did you determine which OKC cases to stain?
Saja Alramadhan, Julia Yu Fong Chang, Sook-Bin Woo- In this study the main aim or
the main focus was on the unique histological feature for syndromic OKC, so basically
the PTCH-1 IHC staining is just an additional guiding tool.
Nadim M Islam- The PTCH is actually a secondary lead here and only a direction, the
bottom-line is to find light microscopy features that may avoid expensive random
testing and give us a simple tool to help the patients not burning a hole in their pockets.
Julia Yu Fong Chang- What's your positive and negative control for IHC?
Elizabeth Ann Bilodeau- Do you plan to validate with NGS? Does a PTCH mutation in
an OKC tell us that it is syndromic?
M. John Hicks- Can be somatic.
Sook-Bin Woo- Recent study by Stojanov showed that non-syndromic cases are positive
for PTCH in > 90% of cases!
Julia Yu Fong Chang- @Dr. Woo, yes, that's why I concerned about using nonsyndromic cases as negative control for this study.
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We’re All In This Together
Legislation supported by AAOMP
Letters AAOMP has signed on to over the last few months.
#1

Letter to Representatives Babi and Houlahan to thank them for reintroducing the
Resident Education Deferred Interest (REDI) Act (HR 4122)
Link: https://aaomp.org/letter-to-representatives-babi-and-houlahan-to-thank-them-forreintroducing-the-resident-education-deferred-interest-redi-act-hr4122/

#2

Letter to U.S. Representative Karen Bass regarding support of the Foster Youth
Dental Act H.R. 1794. June 28, 2021
Link: https://aaomp.org/odc-letter-foster-youth-dental-act-117/

#3

Smoke-Free VHA Letter Senate. June 7, 2021
Link: https://aaomp.org/smoke-free-vha-letter-senate/

#4

Smoke-Free VHA Letter House June 7th, 2021
Link: https://aaomp.org/smoke-free-vha-letter-house/

#5

ODC DOC Access thank you 117th Senate June 3rd, 2021
Link: https://aaomp.org/odc-doc-access-thank-you-117th-senate/

#6

ODC DOC Access thank you 117th House June 3rd, 2021
Link: https://aaomp.org/odc-doc-access-thank-you-117th-house/

#7

Ad Eliminating Menthol Cigarettes May 4th, 2021
Link: https://aaomp.org/ad-eliminating-menthol-cigarettes/

#8

Letter to U.S. House and Senate encouraging inclusion of beneficiary access to
vital health services by providing additional financial stability for the nation’s health
care system. April 27, 2021
Link: https://aaomp.org/letter-to-u-s-house-and-senate-encouraging-inclusion-ofbeneficiary-access-to-vital-health-services-by-providing-additional-financial-stability-forthe-nations-health-care-system/
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Congratulations to our

New Fellows!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Justin Bubola – Shafer Award winner
Lama Alabdulaay
Zahra Aldawood
Fatma Alkassimi
Madawi Alkeheli
Saja Alramadhan
Abdulaziz Mohammed Banasser
Maram Bawazir
Austin Belknap
Carleigh Canterbury
Karan Dharia
Mark Hochberg
Shraddha Kamat
Nathan Lee
Caroline Michaels
Adam R. Ochsner
Austin Shackelford
Madha Shrestha
Jamie White
Chelsea Wilson
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2021 Dental Student Award Winners
Each year the American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology offers an award
to recognize dental school graduating seniors who have demonstrated exemplary
aptitude and achievement.

The AAOMP Congratulates the following students
who were awarded the AAOMP DSA for 2021:
Mahsa Niakan

John C. Adams

Olufunke O.
Gbadamosi

Sohaib Ahmad

Jordan Geiler

Andrew Otto

Alexandria Aitken

Daniela Diaz Gonzalez

Scott V. Philips

Nicolette Jane Almer

Lala Grigori

Ellen Piehl

Geraldo Aragon

Rosalie Gu

Laura Pogosian

Amanda Barba

Sherilyn J. Harper

Sep Pouresa *

Rachel Lyon Beamer *

Michelle Hendrix

Justin Levi Procell

George Blum

Logan A. Herm

Reena P. Raman

Laura A. Borodic

Kevin Jahng

Spenser Regelson

Ivan Borysyk

Ryan M. Johnson

Spencer C Roark

Carter Bruett

Dila Kaya

Jordana Rothenberg

Nicholas Charbonneau

Min W. Kim

Binita Satpathy

Kai I. Codner

Laura A. Yunatan Klein

Payton Leigh Cook

Patrick Kuny

Kelly McCorkle
Schweers

Sydney Delgadillo

Maggie Elizabeth
Larsen *

Sara Tinawi *

Kim Lessard

Stefany Vierra

Edith Quinonez Lu

Alexander Cruz Walma

Jordyn C. Markowski

Stephanie Yu

Layth A. Abbood

Merina Elahi
Ernest-Joel Elizondo *
Abdul El Rabbany
Joseph Falvo
Samer Farhat *
William Fletcher
Jacob T. Flyte *
Kayleigh H. Friedman

Shelby Paige Oberst *

Emily Uselman

Vanesha Mistry
Rupika M. Narain
Ryan Brent Needle
Brandon Nguyen
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Dr. Brenda L. Nelson, DDS, MS
has retired after 26 years of
active Naval service while
also having served 9 years in
the Army Reserve prior to her
Naval career.
Dr. Nelson received her DDS degree from the
University of Minnesota in 1995 and completed
an Advanced Education in General Dentistry at
Great Lakes Naval Base and upon completion
reported to Okinawa, Japan. In 2002 she
completed her training in Oral & Maxillofacial
Pathology in at the Naval Postgraduate Dental
School in Bethesda, MD and earned
a Master’s degree from The George
Washington University. She served on the
faculty at the Naval Postgraduate Dental
School and mentored a number of Oral &
Maxillofacial Pathology residents while also
serving as an adjunct professor at The George Washington University. Brenda continued
her career at Naval Medical Center San Diego where she maintained an Oral Pathology
as well as ENT practice and served in the role of Department Head. She is the author of
numerous journal and textbook publications on diagnostic pathology of the head and
neck and serves as an Editor position of the Head and Neck Pathology Journal.
During her career Dr. Nelson was instrumental in the education of a multitude of current
and past AAOMP members and continues her active participation in the specialty for
which we are all grateful. Dr. Nelson also serves as a Councilor on the AAOMP Executive
council.

Fair winds and following seas Dr. Nelson!
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CAPT Brenda Nelson

From the ABOMP
The ABOMP administered the 2021 Certification Maintenance (CM) exam by
remote format. Fifteen diplomates challenged the exam, and all were successful. As
a reminder to all time-limited diplomates, your next 10-year cycle begins the year
following the conclusion of your initial 10-year cycle, regardless of whether you took
your CM exam in year 7, 8, 9, or 10 of your initial cycle.
There are 21 candidates registered for the October 2021 ABOMP initial certification
exam. It will again be administered by remote format only. As in 2020, the Directors
of the ABOMP decided to absorb the additional costs for offering a remote exam
rather than passing those on to the candidates.
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Journal Impact Factor 2020
I am pleased to announce that the 2020 Impact Factor (IF) results have been released and
Oral Surgery, Oral Medicine, Oral Pathology and Oral Radiology (Triple O) has increased
its IF from 1.601 to 2.589. This dramatic 62% increase represents a significant achievement,
placing the journal within the top quartile of journals in the “Dentistry, Oral Surgery
& Medicine” category. This success is the direct result of the continued support of the
journal by AAOMP and its members. On behalf of everyone at Elsevier Publishing and the
Triple O family, I would like to thank you for your confidence and hope that you feel pride
in calling Triple O the official journal of AAOMP.
Mark W. Lingen, DDS, PhD, FRCPath
Editor in Chief

The increase in impact factor is a testament to the efforts of Mark Lingen as Chief
Editor, Sarah Fitzpatrick who continues to do an outstanding job as Editor of the
Clinicopathologic Conference section, the Oral Pathology Editorial Board and ad hoc
reviewers, my fellow Section Editors, and scientists and clinicians around the world who
chose our journal for their work. I continue to encourage you to consider OOOO as the
destination journal
for your research and
fascinating cases. Do
not hesitate to reach
out to me if you would
like some insight
regarding the potential
suitability of your
manuscript for the Oral
Pathology section of
the journal.
Faizan Alawi, DDS
Section Editor, Oral
Pathology
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SAVE - THE - DATE
April 8-13, 2022

AAOMP 2022 ANNUAL MEETING

N O R T H
C A R O L I N A
C H A R L O T T E
2022 Annual Meeting: April 8-13, Charlotte, NC
2023 Annual Meeting: June 9-14, Austin, TX
2024 Annual Meeting: Dates TBD, Salt Lake City, UT

aaomp.org
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We are excited to announce the

2022 Annual Meeting Speakers
• Dr. Christel Haberland (Chair) - AAOMP Seminar:
Pediatric Oral Pathology
• Dr. Justin Bishop - WHO Updates
• Dr. Scott Kilpatrick - Bone Pathology
• Dr. Carl Allen - Clinical Oral Pathology
(Oral Mucosal Ulcerative Lesions)
• Dr. John Reith - Founders’ Seminar - Soft Tissue
Pathology
More information will be announced as it becomes available.
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Please pardon our error...

accomplishment, anniversary,
new team member, kudos,
retirement, addition to the
family, or other reason to
celebrate?
Let us know at:

INFO@AAOMP.ORG
with the word NEWSLETTER
in the subject line. Be sure to
include a photo, and please
only include current events
from 2020-2021.

Twitter:
@AAOMP5

Facebook:
AAOMPath

Instagram:
AAOMPOfficial

LinkedIn:
American Academy
of Oral and
Maxillofacial
Pathology

Gil Lilly, Lynn Solomon, and Bill Carpenter.
On page 17 of the AAOMP Spring Newsletter,
upper right-hand corner is photo of three Fellows
labeled George Gallagher, Lynn Solomon, and Bill
Carpenter. The Fellow on the left is actually Gil
Lilly. Our apologies for any confusion.

Congratulations
New 2020 Diplomates
Kathleen Higgins
and
Matthew Seedall
Congratulations to new 2020 Diplomate
Kathleen Higgins. Kathleen was
inadvertantly omitted from our list of new
2020 Diplomates.
Congratulations to new 2020 Diplomate
Matthew Seedall. In our last newsletter
Matthew was mistakenly listed as Mark
Seedall.
Our apologies for the errors.
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Executive Council
Donald M. Cohen, DMD, MS, MBA
President
University of Florida, College of Dentistry
Department of Oral & Maxillofacial Diagnostic Science

Paul C. Edwards, MSc, DDS, FDCD(C), MBA
President Elect
Indiana University School of Dentistry

Rajaram Gopalakrishnan, BDS, PhD
Vice President
University of Minnesota

Darren P. Cox, DDS, MBA
Secretary/Treasurer
University of the Pacific School of Dentistry

Faizan Alawi, DDS
Editor
University of Pennsylvania
Department of Pathology, School of Dental Medicine

Elizabeth Ann Bilodeau, DMD, MD, MSEd
Director of Education
University of Pittsburgh School of Dental Medicine

Ellen Eisenberg, DMD
Immediate Past-President
University of Connecticut Health Center
OMF Pathology, Oral Health & Diagnostic Sciences

Hardeep K. Chehal, DDS
Councilor
Creighton University, School of Dentistry
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Ashley N. Clark, DDS
Councilor and Social Media Liaison
University of Kentucky College of Dentistry

Theodora Danciu, DMD, MCSc
Councilor
University of Michigan School of Dentistry

Easwar Natajaran, BDS, DMSc
Councilor
University of Connecticut Health Center

Brenda L. Nelson, DDS, MS
Councilor
Scripps Oral Pathology Service

Denise A. Trochesset, DDS
Councilor
New York University School of Dentistry

John R. Kalmar, DMD, PhD
ABOMP Board Liaison
Ohio State University

AAOMP Staff
Lisa J. Mikita, CAE, CMP
Executive Director
lmikita@coachmarketingltd.com

Karen Benton
Administrative Director
kbenton@coachmarketingltd.com

AAOMP
P.O. Box 539, Winfield, IL 60190
Toll free tel: 888-552-2667
Email: info@aaomp.org
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